How to find a Project’s VE Study Report, VE Study Implementation Memo, VE Study Implementation Reversal Memo, and Stewardship & Oversight Plan – FHWA Georgia Division Project of Division Interest (PoDI) Plan through GDOT’s Home Page Project Search function using the Project’s PI Number

You are now in GeoPI - In search box near the top of the page enter the PI Number and Select GO
Select Related Documents near the top center of the page.
At the left side of the page use the Document Type list (including SHOW MORE expansion option) to find the document type you are looking for and select it.
In this example see the Stewardship and Oversight Plan selection (this is Document Type for PoDI plans) with the (1) indicating there is one related document.
You can now select the link to the individual documents available under the Document Type selected.
The same process is used to access VE Study documents with the example shown below for PI 0013238 showing the Document Types which can be selected for VE Study Final Report and VE Study Implementation Letter.